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VISION
Making the Vision a Reality for Mura Badulgal

VALUES
Representation
We represent Mura Badulgal in accordance with Badulgal custom and tradition, regardless of
their circumstances we will respect that each member is an individual.

Partnership
We value partnership. Our work requires us to provide to our members information, guidance
support and access to relevant services. By partnering with our members and service providers
we can provide for them valuable opportunities to make their own choices.

Collaboration
We collaborate with members of our community to achieve positive outcomes. We recognize
that to be successful in our business and to create opportunities for our members we must work
in collaborations with all members of the broader community. This also includes services
providers, support agencies, Torres Strait Island Regional Council, Badu Island Interagency
Group, our colleagues and partners and any organisation that supports our corporations goals.

Opportunity
We create opportunities for a better ‘tomorrow’ for our members and our community. By
providing members with access to services as necessary, our members have an opportunity to
take some control.

Support
We value a constructive and collaborative work environment. Through the expression of
respect, support and appreciation we create an environment of mutual good-will. By cooperating and sharing information and knowledge we add value to our service delivery and
build lasting relationships internally and externally.
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CHAIRMAN’S REPORT
To Our Members
Firstly I would like to acknowledge the traditional
owners past, present and future and those to come. It
has been a hectic year for the RNTBC and during the
four years of my term as the Chair, we have watched
the RNTBC go from strength to strength in our roles as
the trustee of the lands and also as the native title
office for Mura Badulgal.
Whilst it has been a challenging and demanding year,
so much has happened in the native title space that we
have progressed during this term. To provide some
insight in what the RNTBC has accomplished this
financial year:

-

- Actively providing support to local businesses on Badu
Island;
- Providing sponsorships and support to local sporting
carnivals and local community events;
- Advanced the discussions with the State of
Queensland regarding the ‘Katter Leases’ which I can
proudly say is one of its kind to be issued by the State
of Queensland.
Successful completion of an audit report on the leases issued by Mura Badugal with the
support of TSRA, Native Title Office;
Broker opportunities for Mura Badulgal through key stakeholder partnerships;
Provide administration support and coordination of the Badu Island Interagency Group;
Provide administration support to other PBC’s at a fee for service arrangement within our Tier
1 capacity;
Re-examined the Mura Badulgal Rule Book with the support of ORIC and providing continuous
governance training to the members and directors;
Working closely with our legal representation regarding the Warral and Ului sea claim
determination;
Assisting the TSRA, Native Title Office as the NTRB with matters relating to the Sea Claim Part
B matter.
Hosted an Elders Protocol Workshop “BADHULGAW DANALYG MUYKUPADH PATHAMUMIK”
on Badu Island. It was a productive and fruitful event that enabled many of our elders to
return home and actively take part. This event was part funded by the TSRA.

As I reflect back, I am extremely honoured and proud to have been part of this journey with my
fellow directors, respected members of the Council of Elders, past and current employees, key
stakeholders and most importantly, the support of our members. I would like to take this
opportunity to say ‘koeyma eso’ to you all.
In closing, as we come to the conclusion of our term, our board including myself is filled with
mixed emotions. We as a board have only had Badulgal’s interests at heart and in my time, I
strongly believe that our board has approached every situation with honesty, transparency,
accountability and fairness.
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CHAIRMAN’S REPORT(cont)
FINANCIAL OVERVIEW
Although the board has yet to finalise all of the leases, we are more than closer to reaching our
goals. The lease negotiations have been a time consuming and costly process and again we
acknowledge all the frustrations from all parties involved, however it’s important that we achieve
a fair and equitable arrangement between all parties, especially as the PBC considers its duties as
land managers into the future.
Furthermore, the PBC has a Tier 1 agreement with the Torres Strait Regional Authority to provide
support to the lesser developed PBC’s in the region. For our organisation to provide this support
to the lesser developed PBC’s, we firstly must establish and build our foundations. Through this
agreement we have received funding support to continue the employment of the Executive
Support Officer (ESO). The demands and expectations placed on the PBC continue to grow and
with the added support of the ESO we are making progress.
The board as you know has a loan pool that is available to its members. The concept is great but it
will only work if applicants repay their loan as per the agreed terms. We have a number of loans
that have been outstanding for some time and failure to repay the loan will mean that the matter
will be referred to the debt collectors. Unfortunately, as this office has had to refer a few through
this process after numerous failed attempts to collect repayments from the applicants, the loans
have been suspended until further notice.
Apart from generating revenue through current leases and new sub leases, service fees and
rented properties, the PBC is travelling above board. As mentioned earlier, an audit has been
conducted by an independent entity and there was no adverse findings.
OPERATING OVERVIEW
This reporting year has been very busy. Whilst we see around us that our infrastructure and
housing stock has expanded, it is even more satisfying to know that families have been placed into
secure accommodation. The PBC continues to provide numerous letters of support to traditional
owners with their housing application and as the PBC Chair and Councillor of Badu, I am able to
advocate on our communities behalf at all levels of government.
With regard to the Katter Leases we are awaiting on TSIRC to surrender. We are also making sure
that the applicants have all their maintenance requests included into the scope of works. Once we
get over that hurdle then the process will go fairly quickly so I am still hopeful that the matter will
be sorted by the end of the year.
Your board of directors continue to work closely with TSIRC and as the PBC Chair & Councillor we
now have a direct line of communication to the Mayor and Executives
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CHAIRMAN’S REPORT(cont)
The position of PBC Manager has been refilled by Richard Nowrojee. Richard has had a long career
in Native Title experience and is a qualified Financial Management Accounting.
We are pleased to advise that Timena Nona has returned to the role as Executive Support Officer.
Timena is responsible for providing administration support to the PBC Manager and lead support
to the Council OF Elders, Also with providing a lead in the facilitation and coordination of the Badu
Island Interagency Group meetings. The Badu Island Interagency Group is a very proactive group
that meets monthly and the PBC hosts these meetings from our conference room.
LOOKING AHEAD
The challenge for the next financial year is to complete the sea claim negotiations and to have the
State Government attend to the asbestos effected houses in our community. Mura Badulgal has
been a strong advocate on these matters will all levels of government. The PBC is a powerhouse
and one of the most successful PBC’s at a national and regional level.
With that said, I would like to take this opportunity to wish the newly elected board all the best
and I wish you also a successful and productive term. In good faith, I encourage the board to
continue the path of improving the governance of the organisation in working towards addressing
the social and economic issues that affect our community.
Let’s empower our people. Let’s celebrate our success and let’s continue to provide a pathway
towards autonomy.
Koeyma Esso
Laurie Nona
Chairperson
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PHOTO GALLERY
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Q & A WITH THE DIRECTORS
Laurie Nona - Chairperson
What do you feel has been the biggest highlight this year?
Elders Protocol Workshop “BADHULGAW DANALYG
MUYKUPADH PATHAMUMIK” on Badu Island. As stated in
my report, it was a productive and fruitful event that
enabled many of our elders to return home.
It was great to see community Elders and Community
members participate in the activities and discussions.
What is the biggest challenge for Mura Badhulgal in the
future?
Native Title will always be a complex and sensitive matter
and it is hard when it appears that we are not supporting
TO’s when in fact that is not the case. We represent all TO’s and not just a few. We must
consider each and every one before we make any decisions and think about what is best for
Badulgal as a whole. With our members understanding this, we can work together in
partnership to achieve our common goals.

What is the biggest opportunity for Mura Badhulgal in the Future?
Becoming home owners. This is something that we as a community are leading the way and
as we know Mura Badulgal is one of the most successful PBC’s in Australia wide. We want to
be given the same opportunity as everyone else despite our location and remoteness. Help us
close the gap not make it bigger.
Once we finalise the leases we can then move forward and look at building economic
development within community. Working with the TO’s and where we see Badu. Reviewing
the strategic plan and ensuring everyone has a say as the plan is a reflection of what we
want in order to make our vision a reality.
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Q & A WITH THE DIRECTORS
Frank Loban - Vice Chairperson
What do you feel has been the biggest highlight this year?
Working with traditional owners and executing several leases
What is the biggest challenge for Mura Badhulgal in the
future?
Working with traditional owners and getting and securing
outcome that benefits all Badulgal.

What is the biggest opportunity for Mura Badhulgal in the Future?
Securing home ownership for Badulgal through executing private leases to families and exploring
economic opportunities for Badulgal

Manuel Nomoa - Treasurer/Secretary
What do you feel has been the biggest highlight this year?
The biggest highlight this year has been the board’s ability to work
and achieve outcome despite frequent changeover of employees.
With the engagement of new PBC Manager Richard Nowrojee the
working relationship between staff and board of directors is a
positive sign and I can see progress in the future.

What is the biggest challenge for Mura Badhulgal in the future?
The biggest challenge for the organisation in the future is the documentation of our lores and
getting our people to have common understanding. The other important challenge is the growth
of the organisation and providing services that are beneficial to our people.
What is the biggest opportunity for Mura Badhulgal in the Future?
Creating Economic growth in the community especially in tourism as the community has a
lot to offer.
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Q & A WITH THE DIRECTORS
James Yorkston - Director
What do you feel has been the biggest highlight this year?
I cannot single out a particular highlight, but working with a group of
elected Directors who volunteer their time to make decision which
benefits the corporation in a fair and just way.
What is the biggest challenge for Mura Badhulgal in the future?
Working with traditional owners and elders documenting land
and cultural protocols
What is the biggest opportunity for Mura Badhulgal in
the Future?
The biggest opportunity for the organisation is the tourism and this would bring into the
community much needed boost in economy. With crayfishing being seasonal opportunity in the
tourism would fill in the gaps and possibly create more jobs

Alick Tipoti - Director
What do you feel has been the biggest highlight this year?
Personally, it was the elders Workshop
Simply because it was always my goal to have one, I’ve been
pushing this concept through the board for a while and I see it as a
starting point for our people to discuss the topics that were
presented throughout the workshop
What is the biggest challenge for Mura Badhulgal in the future?

This board in this term are the most honest directors I’ve worked
with. I think the biggest challenge is to maintain the honesty through
the future board directors and also community respect towards the
directors. The big challenge from directors is the time and effort just
to meet as these positions are on a volunteer basis.
To unite people within this community weather its church or land or
other personal issues.
What is the biggest opportunity for Mura Badhulgal in the Future?
The opportunity for the PBC on behalf of the people of this community to establish a system where
all land registrations are filed and archived. A clear system in place to process leases for our people
All people recognise abide by cultural protocols (lore and custom)
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Q & A WITH THE DIRECTORS
Titom Nona - Director
What do you feel has been the biggest highlight this year?
The Elders Workshop during March 2018 and providing information
on the culture history of Badu island and establishing the cultural
protocols.
What is the biggest challenge for Murabadugal in the future?
Resolving disputes on land and sea claim on Badu Island
What is the biggest opportunity for Murabadugal in the future?
Encouraging home ownership by providing information and assistance to residents on Badu island.
See customary LORE to be introduced to settle land and sea disputes in the Western Region of the
Torres Strait
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Patricia Yusia - Mainland Director
What do you feel has been the biggest highlight this year?
It has been rewarding to see Mura Badhulgal working in
partnership with Badu Enterprises utilising existing resources
towards more leasing agreements and business models to
encourage economic development in the community and the
benefits this offers back to community. Also it has been good
to see the engagement of community members in future
planning for example elders workshop, community sea rights
consultations and Katter lease area enhancements.
What is the biggest challenge for Murabadugal in the
future?
The biggest challenge for Mura Badhulgal will be to try and work in a more collaborative approach
to include all Mura Badhulgal in decision making and to ensure decision are made in the best
interests of Mura Badhulgal. It is important to ensure all communications are transparent and
respect the traditional owners and elders for their area. Also to acknowledge what the prior elders
have set before us and how we respect all of Mura Badhugal moving forward.
What is the biggest opportunity for Murabadugal in the future?
The biggest opportunity for Mura Badhulgal will be economic development to ensure our children
are able to complete their education and have the opportunity to come back to Badu Island and
do business. We have a rich sea and rich land which will present business opportunities in the
future. Also there is a great opportunity to strengthen the governance of Mura Badhulgal to lead
the community in a more strategic focus to capitalise on the economic development.
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Q&A WITH THE DIRECTORS
Q & A WITH THE DIRECTORS
Charlotte Tamwoy - Inner Island Director
What do you feel has been the biggest highlight this year?
There are many challenges being a director of Mura Badulgal as these
are voluntary positions and one much be committed to be part of this
board. Despite the fact that the challenge of gaining our native title
rights is still a fight that many of us share, there has been a shift in focus
now and we have started to see a gradual change in terms of
ownership. We need to move to the next emerging challenge; how do
we maximise these rights to their full potential. I have seen a change in
momentum as far as this space is concerned. The ‘next generation’ of
native title issues are due to hit us shortly through processes such as
litigation regarding ILUAs, variations to determinations and compensation proceedings.
What is the biggest challenge for Murabadugal in the future?
There are many barriers we face in reaching our potential benefits under land rights and native
title particularly defining the rights of traditional and historical connections to land. There are
conflicts between individual and communal property interest and issues arising . However, most
importantly of all, we are now faced with the challenge of how to make the most of our rights to
land and native title once we have them, for our prosperity and sustainability. We all need to
work together to the benefit of our generations to come. In Depth knowledge, Communication –
both written and oral, transparency, respect, trust, and honesty is the key to being a director of
this organisation and to be fair to all Badulgal.
What is the biggest opportunity for Murabadugal in the future?
We need to support our Elected directors of Mura Badulagal to effectively govern our land and
resources on behalf of native title holders. Therefore, I want to encourage our young generations
of Badulgal that you can become a leader to grasp new opportunities that will leave a legacy for
generations to come. We all need to recognised the unique rights that we hold as Badulgal
people to our traditional land and waters. Without this foundation, there would be no
opportunity for us to access these rights. We need to accept that there are many opportunities
for our peoples from native title that have not yet been realised and if we accept that we cannot
continue the status quo of the Native Title Act as it currently operates, then we must accept that
we need to do things differently. It is important that we support the future governance of our
Mura Badulgal RNTB

DIRECTORS

Q & A WITH THE DIRECTORSCQ & A WITH THE
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GET TO KNOW THE STAFF
Richard Nowrojee - PBC Manager
I have worked in Aboriginal Affairs for more than 25 years with the
former Federal Agency of ATSIC in Western Australia, Northern
Territory and Queensland. For the last 18 years involved with Native
Title issues in the mining sector for employment and contracts
opportunities for Traditional Owners in the Pilbara Region of Western
Australia.
This is my first employment with a Torres Strait organisation and
planning to achieve the outcomes and goals that have been agreed by
the current Board of Directors in their corporate plans especially in the
area of improving the social and economic circumstances for the local Traditional Owners and
residents of Badu Island.
Mura Badulgal will be pursuing several economic opportunities with the approval of the Board
for the financial year 2019 and to co-operate with both State and private agencies on Badu island
for increased employment and training activates.
The current challenges for the Mura Badulgal and the Board is to conclude the negotiations for
the Sea Claim in the Western islands.

Timena Nona – Executive Support Officer
As the Executive Support Officer, my role is instrumental in
particular, working with the Board of Directors, Badu Island
Interagency Group and the PBC Council of Elders. I enjoy
working in this Corporation and get to see and learn more about
community politics, land issues, celebrate successes and
maintain cultural knowledge and history for better governance
in our community.
It has been said that “what you enjoy, you do well” I am very
passionate about helping people I believe with the right
resources people can be amazingly resilient and that makes my
heart full seeing how just a little help will bring such relief to
people.
My aim is to thrive and succeed with best of my ability in this
corporation. I endeavour to help my community in
understanding the governance and their rights and
responsibilities within the area of Native Title. With sincere
commitment and dedication and the leadership qualities I
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possess, I believe that I will achieve my goal.

GANISATIONAL CHART

Members of Mura Badulgal (TSI) Corporation RNTBC

Badu based Directors

Inner Island Director

Chair: Mr Laurie Nona

Director: Mrs Charlotte Tamwoy

Vice Chair: Mr Frank Loban

Mainland Director

Treasuer: Mr Manuel Nomoa

Director: Mrs Patricia Yusia

Director: James Yorkston
Director: Alick Tipoti
Director: Titom Nona

PBC Manager
Richard Nowrojee

Executive Support Officer
Timena Nona
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PHOTO GALLERY
ELDERS WORKSHOP 2018

“BADHULGAW DANALYG MUYKUPADH PATHAMUMIK”
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PHOTO GALLERY
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PHOTO GALLERY
RAW FITNESS 2018
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PHOTO GALLERY
MULGA JUNIORS & SENIORS 2018
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PHOTO GALLERY
SEA CLAIM MEETING – WITH DR KEVIN MURPHY 2018
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